Car rally on ice combined with cross cart
Car driving on frozen water is a very special experience. This event is held on a very solidly frozen lake. The activity
starts with an educational part where our guides inform about safety and security. We provide a racing-ground and
cars. You drive on tracks, which is 2,5 km on the frozen lake.
After this experience you will try the cross carts on the racing-ground. A cross cart is a more secure and modified
version of a go-cart. This means it has a roll cage and the driver has a four-point belt. This is a very fun and different
activity!

~~~
Winter games
Fun yet challenging activities on snow and ice! For example ice-bowling, kick-sled race, team skiing etc.
We make fires for the group to gather around and serve hot-dogs and beverage.
Duration: 2 – 3 hours

~~~
Sauna On Ice with outdoor hot-tub
Enjoy the sub-arctic night under the stars in our heated outdoor hot-tub. Combined with the hot sauna on the frozen
sea-water and the ice-cold waters of the Bothnian gulf makes this an unforgettable experience. Bathing in a hole in
the ice is an old Nordic tradition to keep yourself well during our long and cold winters. Do you dare testing it?
Towels and snacks in the relax-room.

~~~
Snow-sculpting
Discover your hidden artistic talents and let creativity and fantasy flow! Snow is a material perfect for sculpting. With
a big block of snow the group starts to create their own piece of art. We provide tools to make a sculpture with fine
details.

~~~
De-frost bar
After the activities the group gathers in a tee-pee or similar where a fire and candles are lit, for the group to gather
around and talk through the day’s experience. 1 cold + 1 warm beverage is served together with salty snacks.

~~~

